
How Tech Communicators Can Help Businesses



An Origin Story with a Point

• Worked in tech since 2001

• Started in engineering roles, moved into 
project and then product management, and 

found my home in marketing in 2008

• From 2005 to 2017, helped Sandvine
extend into new customer verticals, expand 

into every global market, and grow into the 
industry leader before being acquired
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• Through experience, conversations with 
other marketers, and extensive research, I 
recognized some major challenges facing 

today’s B2B companies:
§ The start-up to scale-up marketing gap
§ A shortage of strategic technical marketers
§ The painful reality of slow execution

§ The digital dilemma
§ Fractured, inconsistent messaging

Talking* about technology is hard.



Core 
Message

Content

Publish a product datasheet detailing 
speeds, feeds, and other low-level stuff; 

expect customers to do the work of 
connecting the dots

Thought 
Leadership

Release a thin, transparent veil around “We 
think our product is amazing, and you should, 

too!”, usually in the form of a stat or self-
aggrandizing ‘commentary’; expect that 

people care by default

Public 
Relations

Announce new product, which 
tautologically proves amazingness; 
assume that this news is interesting 

to people outside the building

What Companies* Do
Shout about their products 
and technologies
• Using their own proprietary 

language (e.g., product names, 
problem terminology, etc.)

• While assuming that everyone 
outside the building already knows 
what the products do and which 
company builds them, and has 
typed either the product name or 
the company name into Google 
(i.e., organic search)…

• Or while overpaying for paid 
search campaigns that direct 
people straight to the product 
material
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Notice the assumption that everyone outside the 
building knows as much about your stuff as you do.



Fact: Companies Have Many Audiences
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Customers

Partners

Employees

Investors

Analysts

Media



Fact: Different Audiences Have Different Needs
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Customers
• Can you solve my problem?
• How do you solve it?
• What makes your solution better?
• How about all these non-functional considerations?

Partners
• Can you help us sell more of our stuff?
• How (e.g., by filling a gap, by extending our reach, etc.)?
• What makes your solution better?

Employees
• Why should I work for you?
• What kinds of things do you build?
• What makes them interesting?
• What will I learn?

Investors
• Will investing in you provide a great return?
• What markets are you targeting?
• Why will you succeed?
• What makes your solution better?

Analysts • Where do you fit in my artificially limited model of the world?
• How are you different than your competitors on criterion X, criterion Y, etc.?

Media • Is your story interesting enough to capture eyeballs?
• What makes your story interesting?
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Employees
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• What kinds of things do you build?
• What makes them interesting?
• What will I learn?

Investors
• Will investing in you provide a great return?
• What markets are you targeting?
• Why will you succeed?
• What makes your solution better?

Analysts • Where do you fit in my artificially limited model of the world?
• How are you different than your competitors on criterion X, criterion Y, etc.?

Media • Is your story interesting enough to capture eyeballs?
• What makes your story interesting?

Note: none of them asked, “Can you please yell in my 
face about your product and/or technology?”



Let’s Acknowledge an Exception
There’s (at least) one audience who knows enough about the subject to use 

your product and/or technology as the starting point.
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The Innovators àAn important segment of the technology adoption life cycle.

From Geoffrey Moore’s Escape 
Velocity – Illustrations resource

http://www.escapevelocitybymoore.com/resources.html


Who or what is CROMULENT MARKETING?

A boutique marketing agency specializing in crafting messaging, creating 
content, and managing public relations for B2B technology companies.

Messaging
Tell your story and quickly 

convey valuable information 
about your company, solutions, 

products, technologies, and 
other important elements

Content
Gain an edge over the 

competition by satisfying your 
customers’ information needs 
with rich content tailored to 

each stage of your sales cycle

Public Relations
Create and control 

conversations by telling your 
story, your way, in pursuit of 

your organization’s long-term 
objectives

Thought Leadership
Stand out from the crowd by 

establishing and demonstrating 
your authority within a narrow 
area of expertise or across the 

entire spectrum of a domain
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Content

Thought 
Leadership

Public 
Relations

Product

Publish a product datasheet detailing 
speeds, feeds, and other low-level stuff; 

expect customers to do the work of 
connecting the dots

Release a thin, transparent veil around “We 
think our product is amazing, and you should, 

too!”, usually in the form of a stat or self-
aggrandizing ‘commentary’; expect that 

people care by default

Announce new product, which 
tautologically proves amazingness; 
assume that this news is interesting 

to people outside the building

What Companies Do
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Content

Thought 
Leadership

Public 
Relations

Core 
Message

Directly conveys aspects of the core 
message, tailored to audience, sales 

stage/objective, and content type

Seeks to differentiate, 
but always in service to 

the core message

Spreads the core message 
by creating and controlling 

conversations

What Should Happen
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What is the Core Message?

Your core message is crafted to appeal to different audiences to achieve different results, and 
your outbound marketing efforts exist to serve and to spread your core message.
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Different types of content and different activities support different goals 
by communicating slightly different pieces of your core message.

Different audiences receive slightly different aspects of your core message.

Your core message must answer perhaps the most important question in business:

“Why should I choose you?”

As we’ll see, talking* about technology
often plays a role, and often causes problems.



Let’s look at a customer’s buying journey…
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What happens after the purchase?

Time

Customer expects 
to get up-and-

running quickly

Reality and 
frustration set in: 

things are tougher 
than expected

OK, starting to get 
the hang of it!

Achievement unlocked: 
competence Incremental learning 

on the journey to 
expertise

Fine, I’ll 
reluctantly 

RTFM

…but I’m assuming that you 
have this stuff covered J



The Buyer’s Journey
• Potential user looking for a 

solution to a problem
• Knows the problem well, might 

have a notion about the solution

• Investigates potential solutions
• Starts to look into how the result is 

achieved, and by what

• Technical evaluation of solution
• Business case / ROI assessment of solution
• Assessment of other factors: architecture, roadmap, 

interoperability, deployment, scale, OAM, etc.

• Tries to prove to themselves and others that 
this solution is the “best”

M
ore

 Te
ch

nic
al

Less
 Te

ch
nic

al
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Different Content for Different Needs
• Market Problems
• Industry Issues
• Solutions and Use Cases
• Reference Customers

• Use Cases
• Success Stories
• Products and Features
• Proprietary Technologies

• Architecture
• Roadmap
• Interoperability, Scalability, Installation, 

Operations and Management, etc.

• (Deep) Technology Capabilities and Differentiation
• Return-on-Investment (ROI) Models
• Roadmap

M
ore

 Te
ch

nic
al

Less
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nic

al
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Different Buying Roles/Audiences

Economic Technical Functional

• Owns the budget
• Might not know anything 

about the problem, potential 
solutions, or other factors

• Will (might) listen to other 
evaluators

• Under pressure from 
procurement to keep costs 
low

• Given any real choice, will 
always go for the cheapest 
option (i.e., strongly in favour
of “good enough”)

• Compliance
• Assesses how a solution fits 

with a longer-term technical 
strategy

• Concerned about deployment 
and installation, 
interoperability, alarming, 
support, etc.

• Might not know much about 
the specific problem or the 
proposed solutions

• Either feels the problem 
directly or has been tasked by 
someone else to solve the 
problem

• Cares more than anyone else 
about the problem and 
solution

• Probably has a reasonable 
grasp of the problem, but 
might overestimate expertise

• Probably has an idea about 
potential solutions, but very 
likely overestimates expertise
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In small organizations, all three roles/audiences 
might be the same person.



Audiences and Resources: A Partial Guide

Resource Economic Technical Functional

Market Problems Cares

Industry Issues Cares

Solutions and Use Cases Really Cares

Success Stories Cares

Products and Features Really Cares

Proprietary Technologies Might Care Cares

Architecture Cares Somewhat Cares

Roadmap Cares Cares

Interoperability, OAM, installation, etc. Really Cares Might Care

ROI Models Really Cares

Deep Technology Capabilities Differentiation Might Care Cares
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Recall the Problem…

Many companies – especially tech companies – love talking* about 
their products, features, and technologies.
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But the problem is that no one* hears, because 
people are looking for solutions to problems.

You need to earn the opportunity to have the product conversation.

How do you do that?
By addressing sequential needs with different pieces of content, all the while conveying your 

core message to answer that all-important question.



I want to… So I need…

…Stay on top of what’s happening in the industry. Industry material

…Learn about issues facing my market. Market problems

…Find solutions to this urgent, expensive problem. Solutions and use cases

…Validate that you’re not full o’crap. Success stories and case studies

…Learn how you actually solve the problem. Product and feature guides

…Find out what, if anything, makes you special. Introductory technology summaries

…Figure out if it’s worth it. ROI calculators

…Make sure I’m not buying a dead product. Roadmap

…Find out if it’ll work with my other systems. APIs, installation, OAM, etc.

…Justify my decision. Deep technical expositions

…Learn how to use the product I just bought. User guides, tutorials, videos, etc.

Addressing Sequential Needs
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These are all problems of
opportunities for communication



Bridging the Gaps: The Basics

• Solution Overviews and associated Use Case Guides that demonstrate clearly what market 
problems you solve

• Product Overviews and deeper Product Guides that provide detailed information about 
how you solve market problems

• Platform Overviews and deeper Platform Guides that often take a more technical 
approach and address things like standards, interoperability, deployment models, scalability, 
and other specifications

• Technology Briefs that shine a spotlight on a particularly important piece of your solution

• Success Stories that provide evidence of your ability to solve problems in the real-world
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Without these basics, companies miss out on opportunities.

Moreover, when luck strikes and an opportunity arises, companies spin their wheels manually answering 
the same questions over and over (harming scale), while customers grow frustrated that they can’t self-serve 

or otherwise quickly get answers to basic inquiries.



Bridging the Gaps: Specialty Content

• Blog Content: for many companies – especially those relying on self-service discovery and purchase –
blogs are a crucial element of an effective content strategy because they let you quickly grow a 
content library through commentary, updates, news, tidbits, tips and tricks, and much more

• Whitepapers: material that explores a problem or subject in general, in a very academic and objective 
manner, usually to build awareness and credibility in a domain

• Technical Showcases: material that explores your technological solution in detail, ideally relating it to 
considerations or requirements exposited in a related whitepaper

• Case Studies: deeper versions of the relatively lightweight Success Stories, that might include data 
analysis, ROI calculations, technical diagrams, etc.

• Position Papers: documents and presentations that explain your company’s position regarding some 
matter of importance (e.g., government regulation, a controversial or misunderstood industry subject, 
an over- or under-hyped new technology, etc.)
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Your company probably thinks your company is pretty awesome, but that doesn’t matter.
What matters is what others think.

Specialty content like these examples, and others including research programs, elevate your
company in the eyes of potential customers (and other audiences) and fill vital gaps.



Let’s look at some examples…



Product Overview Brochure
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• Explains what Bridgit’s products do

• Not especially technical, but still 
needs to relate features to real-

world customer problems

• Features are described in everyday 
language

• More what or why than how

• Tip: every time you write a feature 
description, ask yourself, “So what?”

• Debuted the Making Construction 
Less Complicated messaging
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Solution Overview Brochure

• Considerably more technical
• Because the functional user (the likely reader) is 

more technical, so we can presume higher technical 
literacy

• Because the products are solving technical problems, 
and we need to demonstrate an understanding

• Includes what and how, because the reader has 
questions about both

• Still relates features to real-world customer 
problems (i.e., answer “So what?”)

• Supports a new consolidated company 
message
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Technical Showcase
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• Goes behind-the-scenes of The 
World’s Smartest Intersection
• Introduces the architecture

• Shows how the pieces work together to 

implement use cases in the real world

• Wherever possible, provides results

• Explains important related concepts

• Suggests how use cases could be 
modified or extended

• All the while, supports the high-level 

Smart Cities message
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• Goes behind-the-scenes of The 
World’s Smartest Intersection
• Introduces the architecture

• Shows how the pieces work together to 

implement use cases in the real world

• Wherever possible, provides results

• Explains important related concepts

• Suggests how use cases could be 
modified or extended

• All the while, supports the high-level 

Smart Cities message

There’s a podcast up on the CROMULENT MARKETING blog that
talks about this project (among other things).



Company Messaging
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• Defines the company message

• Primary audience: prospective 
employees

• Secondary audiences
• Potential partners

• Potential investors

• Really runs the gamut
• Company overview

• Crash course in micro-LED technology, 
including the market opportunity and 
heretofore unsolved technical problems

• Introduces VueReal’s solutions

• Explains additional applications of the 
foundational manufacturing technologies
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Technology Education
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• Here’s a video we did at Sandvine…

• Kind’ve an experiment and proof-of-concept

• Short visual summary of a popular whitepaper

• No internal sponsorship; lots of internal 
skepticism

• Total time invested: ~8 hours, among 4 people

• We put it up on the site and YouTube 

channel just before I left

• Kind’ve just for the hell of it

• It’s extremely high-performing*

• It’s easy to make false assumptions, but there’s 

clearly an appetite for succinct technical content
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Some Take-Aways



Investors

Media

Analysts

“Will investing in you 
provide a great 

return?”

“Is your story 
interesting enough to 

capture eyeballs?”

“Where do you fit in my 
artificially limited model 

of the world?”

Companies Have Many Audiences

Customers

Partners

Employees

“Can you solve my 
problems?”

“Can you help us 
sell more of our 

stuff?”

“Why should I 
work for you?”

Core 
Message
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Talking* About Technology is Hard

• And that means there’s an enormous 
amount of opportunity for those who can 
do so

• Companies have many audiences, those 
audiences have differing needs, and even 
the same audience has differing needs at 

different times

• The best results come from sequentially 
serving audience needs, and either guiding 

them through a process or allowing them to 
self-guide
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• Seizing these opportunities requires:
§ Desire: because there’ll be barriers, and if 

you’re not interested then it won’t happen

§ Empathy: your audiences’ needs matter 

more than your desired outcomes
§ Technical fluency, coupled with restraint: 

sure, you have to know the tech, but you 

also have to know what parts matter, when, 
to whom; it’s not about sounding smart

§ Flexibility and adaptability: one size does 
not fit all, whether format, length, style, etc.

§ Discipline: remember, it’s all in service to 

answering that crucial question



Thanks!


